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( 2$ f, 3$)+.. + f '~ (- ]}M2t 2-E [f '(X) f '(?)] 

+ B2 Xf [ f iV($) . .f.i(0)] +( - 1)n Bm2nX [f(2n (x) -f(2n) (0) ]+ ..... M4.4! m2n.(2n)! 

(Bl, B2, , Bn being Bernoulli's numbers, 
I 

1, etc.) and taking rn=6, we 1 2~~~~~~~~~~~~r T T' 
get 

(*X)_72/48= .205,616,758 

( ) f 
I 
(0) = * . . . . .104,773,547 

'(T 2X 144sin15?(1+.16cos215). . .214,932,009 

7wvrf(' r)_ . . . . .231,297,112 

-1 7rf (17r). .259,082,377 
f 7rf ( 7r) = . . . . . . . .298,4807940 

n7rf' ( 7r)= .3499155,189 

Sum =1.663,337,932 

Bf (jr2![(7r-"?] 1728 .005,711,577 

1.657,626,355 
____7__ 

_f______(Ol 

4 
[39.1) 

1567 - .000,010,178 
6(4.4 [fV(. -fv()30.124.4![ 

(1) 
3000.)24.4! 

1.657,636,533 

6 6![f V'( j&7r) _ f V'( 0 ) -.12 6[225( .1 6)2 -30( .16 ) +25] 

25967r6O 
4200.126.6! * * * .000,000,009 

Valnie of integral correct to eight or 9 decimal places . 1.657,636,524 
Value of integral obtained by Hill . . . . 1.657,636,3 

As Hill used but seven decimal places in his computations we would not 
expect his result to be correct to the last decimal place. In the foregoing com- 
putations the term involving B3 might have been omitted and the result would 
still have been miore accurate than Hill's result, although his method involves 
somewhat more labor than does the foregoing. 

219. Proposed by C. N. SCHMALL, College of the City of New York, New York City. 

In the article "Infinitesimal Calculus" in the Encyclopaed-ia Britannica 
Vol. XIII, page 24, I notice the following: "Of all triangular pyramids stand- 
ing on a given tria-ngular base, and of given altitude, find that whose surface is 
the least." A solution is required. 
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I. Solution by the PROPOSER. 

Let ABC be the given triangular base, whose sides are a, b, c, and let h 
be the given altitude; also let 0, ), sl, be the angles of inclination of the faces of 
the pyramid to the base. Now, in the face DAB, if p is the perpendicular from 
the vertex on the side AB, then sin 09=h/p, hence p=h cosec 0. 

But area of A DAB =ap=97ah cosec 0. Hence, the area of the three faces 
of the pyramid is 

u-=h(a cosec 0+b cosec 4)+c cosec ) ...........(). 

Also, the base of the pyramid may be divided into three triangles, whose 
altitudes are easily found. For 

since altitude of AAOB =tana D 

.,.Altitude of AAOB=h cot 0. 

.,.Area of AAOB:=4ah cot 0. 
Hence the area of the whole base ABC is 

v=rh(a cot 0+b cot 4)+c cot b) ......... (2). 

Now, equations (1) and (2) are perfectly 
general expressions for the surface and base of a 
pyramid with the given dimensions, and apply to 
any figure besides the one I have given. Now, from (1), 

Ou [-a O ?ot 0-c cot 5bOP]O. 

Oub h [-b cose? 0 cot 4-c cosec s cot s Ob 1 ? -' 2 L csc~jO 

Whence, a cosec ( cot - c cosec 5b cot '. 

and b eosec qcot c c cosec 0 cot d? d 

..a cosec 0 o see b0 ct . (3). 

From (2), h =a cot 0+b cot +-c cot . .c cot s-= h -a cot 0-b cot. hiSelXetn suc?essvely asto an we h-be 

Differentiating successively as to 0 and 4', we have 
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-c cosec2 - =za cosec2 0 and-c cosec2 b =b cosec2 4) 

Wheuce, 0b a coseC2 0 O0 b cosec 
l 

00 - c cose& C2' O4S c cosec2 'P 

Substituting these values in (3), we get 

b eosec2 4 a__________ a cosec 0 cot 0 -=b cosec 0 cot a cosec2 0 
c cosec2 0 a cosec2 yb 

cot 0 cosee q-cot 0 cose? 0. cos O=cos 4; .'. 0=4. 

au au 
Similarly, by finding ao, a ,it may be shown that H=V'. Hence, 

0=0b=P, and the faces of the pyramid must be equally inclined to the base. 
As it is evident from the nature of the problem that there is a minimum, 

it is unnecessary to proceed to the higher derivatives. 
The results can be generalized to apply to a pyramid of any number of 

faces, but the work is a little more complicated. 

II. Solution by J. SCHEFFER, A. M.. Hagerstown, Md., and by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Parsons. W. 
Va. 

Let ABC represent the given base, and DO=lh the given altitude. In the 
base ABC, from 0 let fall the three perpendiculars x, y, z upon the sides BC, 
AC, and AB, respectively. Then the lateral surface will be4a1,/(h2+x2)+ 
jbV'(h2 2+y?) + jc1(h2 +z2). 

Consequently, M=aj/(h2 + x2 )+bl/(h2 +y2) +cl/(h2 +Z2) is to be a mini- 
mum, subject to the relation ax+ by?+cz2 A, A denoting the area of A ABC. 
From the first of these equations we get, by differentiation 

am ax cz Oz am by cz Oz O Ma _ _ ___ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _z 
ax i/(h2+x 1(h-' Y2) ax ay OM ' +y2 (h2 + Z2 y' 

and from the second we get 

Oz a dz b 
Ox c y 0 c 

Substituting, and putting OM ay each =O, we obtain 

x z y 

I/( -- +x- t_/(h2 +e2 1 /(V+y2)j 

Hence x=y=z. The pyramid of a minimum surface is therefore the one whose 
faces are equally inclined to the base. 
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